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PROFESSIONAL | TAZ™ WITH ORB™ TECHNOLOGY

CONQUER ALL SURFACES
Taz™ with ORB™ Technology provides true dual-motion orbital technology that 
cleans carpet, stone, tile & grout, wood, and more.
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1 ORB™ Technology

 ORB™ Technology is a superior orbital mechanics system. Orbital 

mechanics allow this machine to vibrate and rotate at the same 

time; this dual motion action sets this machine apart from the 

competition. This system allows the Taz™ to outperform any other 

machine on the market. It also allows it to be more versatile and work 

on eight different floor surfaces.

2 Carpet

 Our low-moisture system has been engineered to clean for quick-

drying and more immediate use. Maintaining your carpet with our 

low-chemical system will provide a more consistent appearance for 

your facility. Our carpet pads are oversized to allow you to clean right 

up to the walls and baseboards allowing you to work even faster.

3 Tile and Grout

 The Taz™ cleans tile and grout quickly, effectively, and without the use 

of excessive water and harsh chemicals. The brush used for tile and 

grout is soft enough that it will not scratch the floors yet is effective 

enough to scrub away tough stubborn dirt from the pores and crevices 

of tile and grout. The bristles on the outer edge of the scrub brush are 

longer to facilitate the cleaning up to the baseboards.

4 Concrete

 Eliminate excessive waste and harsh chemicals to remove the heavy 

soil that has settled deep down in the concrete pores and crevices. 

Mount the scrub brush with the weight kit, and witness the Taz™ 

action pick and lift away the grease and grime in a matter of seconds.

5 VCT

 Chemical-Free Stripping! The Taz™ is perfect for all of your chemical-

free stripping needs. Use our chemical free pad to remove the floor 

finish with only water—no chemicals needed. The Taz’s™ unique orbital 

action makes it possible to strip wax in very little time! Our chemical-

free stripping pads are oversized to allow stripping right up to 

baseboards. 

Conquer all surfaces with the Taz™ and see the superior advantage of ORB™ Technology. The Taz is the only all-surface cleaning, 

scrubbing, sanding, polishing, extraction, interim, and grinding machine in the industry. It tackles carpet, stone, tile & grout, wood, vinyl, 

concrete, epoxy, and other surfaces. The machine excels at chemical-free stripping, interim carpet encapsulation, tile & grout cleaning 

and more.

Superior orbital mechanics cleans all.
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Technical specifications and order numbers.

EQUIPMENT
Order No. Description

9.841-232.0 Taz™ Basic with ORB™ Technology, 17-inch pad driver without solution tank

9.841-231.0 Taz™ Deluxe with ORB™  Technology, 17-inch pad driver with solution tank

ACCESSORIES
Order No. Description

 8.637-469.0 Replacement Driver Plate Pack (1 pack)

 8.637-470.0 Glider Set

 8.640-055.0 Aluminum Pad Driver

 8.637-658.0 Carpet Cleaning Pad (10 pack)

 8.637-466.0 Carpet Encap Scrub Pad (5 pack)

 8.637-471.0 Weight Kit

 8.637-468.0 Scrub Brush

 8.637-472.0 Bottle Cartridge, 2.5 gallon

 8.637-467.0 Chemical-Free Stripping Pad (10 pack)

 8.640-045.0 Complete Stone Restoration Kit (steps 1-6)

 8.640-046.0 Light Restoration & Maintenance Kit (steps 3-6)

 8.640-047.0 Stone Pad, Step 1

 8.640-048.0 Stone Pad, Step 2

 8.640-049.0 Stone Pad, Step 3

 8.640-050.0 Stone Pad, Step 4

 8.640-051.0 Stone Pad, Step 5

 8.640-052.0 Stone Pad, Step 6

 8.640-054.0 Stone Pad Maintenance

 8.637-903.0 Lippage Removal Driver (no discs included)

 8.637-904.0 Lippage Removal Discs (set of 8)

 8.640-053.0 Foam Pad Driver (recommended for step 1)

  Included   Optional

TAZ™ BASIC WITH ORB™ TECHNOLOGY TAZ™ DELUXE WITH ORB™ TECHNOLOGY
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Productivity (practical) (carpet/stripping/stone) ft2/hr 7,000/6,000/120 7,000/6,000/120

Cleaning path in 17 17

Pad speed rpm 1725/80 1725/80

Solution capacity gal 3 3

Operating noise level dBA 59 59

Weight lbs 82 102

Dimensions (L x W x H) in 29 x 17 x 48 29 x 17 x 48
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Please contact us for more information:

North America

4555 Airport Way 
Denver, CO 80239 U.S.A.

Phone +1 800 444-7654  
Fax  +1 866 271-0520 
 

Canada

6535 Millcreek Drive 
Unit 67 
Mississauga, ON L5N 2M2 Canada

Phone  +1 905 672-8233 
Fax  +1 905 672-3155

 
www.windsorkarchergroup.com
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